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OurPurpose OurVision
Promoting the
Industry – Focused
on Member Success!

Advocate
Educate
Inform
Lead

OurMission

To promote the common interest of
the printing industry; and to help our
members prosper, both individually
and collectively, through fellowship,
education and cooperative action.

Arzberger Creates Timeless Mementos
With Time-Honored Engraving Process
The year was 1922. Al Jolson’s number one
hit, April Showers, was playing on the very firs
radio in Warren G. Harding’s White House.
Mussolini was marching on Rome, and King
Tut’s newly-discovered tomb had captured
the world’s imagination. Scientists had just
announced the discovery of a life-changing
substance called insulin.
And Arzberger Stationers began doing what
they still do today – producing the finel
crafted wedding, business and social stationery
that commemorates important life events for
customers across the United States.
There are less than a handful of engravers in
the Carolinas, and Arzberger has been around
the longest. Everything necessary to produce
their stationery – from design to shipping – is
done on-site in Arzberger’s Charlotte facility.
Luther H. Dudley, II, President of Arzberger
Stationers, bought Parker Engraving, Raleigh,
in 1996, followed by Arzberger in 1997, and
then W.A. Buening in 2004, when they moved
to their current facility in Charlotte’s historic
South End. He said his decisions to choose
engraving over other printing methods, and to
use the Arzberger name, were easily made.
“The craft and tradition of the process appealed to
me. Also, I thought that the engraved image had
the truest color and most definition of any printin
technique. I still believe that. And George Arzberger
had an overwhelming passion for the craft and
beauty of these specialty printing techniques.”

Elizabeth Edwards, Arzberger’s Director of
Social Sales, explained why more printers don’t
produce engraved pieces in-house.
“Engraving is a specialty graphics process that
has a lot of barriers to entry. Presses can be
hard to find and e en harder to repair. Runs
are often short. Plate making is difficult an
requires artistry and expertise,” Edwards said.
“Much handwork is required, and the process
is relatively slow and tedious. What makes us
different from other print shops in the Carolinas
is that we handle most production from start to
finish, including design, plate-making, eng aving,
lithography, foil stamping, die cutting, finishing
packing, etcetera.”
The bulk of Arzberger’s business comes from
a national network of representatives who sell
custom products from three signature albums:
Stationery, Weddings/Occasions, and Holiday.
Continued on Page 3

Industry Calendar
March 2016
20-23: TAGA

Memphis, TN

April 2016
16:

50th PICA Awards Celebration
Concord, NC
Embassy Suites, Concord, NC
(704) 455-8200, Use Code PIC

June 2016
7-8:

Print’s Voice 16
Washington, DC

September 2016

25-28: Graph Expo 2016
Orlando, FL

SAVE THE DATE!
April 16, 2016
50th PICA Awards Celebration
Concord, NC

Book Review
A

Chairwoman’s Letter

Carolina Panthers Share Valuable Lessons on Teamwork
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Even though the Panthers lost the Super
Bowl, there is cause for celebration.
They have given us some valuable
lessons we can apply in our businesses:

The teamwork it takes to build a
Super Bowl-caliber team reminds me
of the teamwork we have to have in
our shops. The sales team is a lot like
the quarterback. Their goal is to make
the touchdown or, in our case, bring in
the work.
Estimating, customer service and
administrative support are the Offensive
Line. If they drop the ball on getting the
price for the client in a timely fashion,
that can create delay of game and the
penalty could be that our competition
gets the job.

• Take responsibility for what
went wrong.
• Review the issues.
• Ask for help when needed.
• Stick together as a team.
• Make a game plan for next time.
I’m looking forward to seeing all of you
at the PICA Awards and watching you
bring home your trophies!

Prepress, press, bindery and shipping
all play Defense. They make sure
nothing slips through the line that will
jeopardize the win. Offense and Defense
have to work together to guarantee a
positive outcome. We are all part of the
team and, once it’s in-house, customer
service is the coach, a vital role that can
make or break production.

ll-digital graphic communications
workflows are becoming more and more
commonplace. But just because the idea of
jobs entering and moving through a printing
operation isn’t necessarily new, that doesn’t
mean the average print service provider has
perfected the process.
In The Power of Digital Workflow,Wallan
and VanLancker explore best practices
for ensuring digitally created, submitted,
and produced print jobs go off without
a hitch while fostering an intuitive

When we work with outside vendors
to complete the job, it’s like having our
own Special Teams, and they can seal
the deal or miss the goal.

The Super Bowl has come and gone.
The Carolina Panthers had an
incredible season and, while they
didn’t bring home the trophy, they
did make us proud.

Trish Sports
Chairwoman, PICA
Sheriar Press
tsports@sheriarpress.com

customer experience reinforced by
top-notch finished products.
Publication: The Power of
Digital Workflow
Authors: Nancy Nahin Wallan and
Mike J. Van Lancker
Item Number: 3100
List Price: $44.00
PICA Member Price: $22.00

Arzberger Honors Craft and Tradition (Continued from Page 1)

Each of the albums shows samples of the papers Arzberger
offers, along with customization options that include
envelope liners, inks, motifs, typestyles and monograms.
“A large portion of our business is event-related – debutante
balls, corporate events, fund raisers, weddings, party invitations,
and correspondence collateral,” Edwards said. “We carry our
own paper in two colors, and each comes in four thicknesses
and nearly 20 envelope sizes. Neenah manufactures it for us.
We love our Arzberger-watermarked paper!”
Arzberger also offers direct retail and commercial printing.
They have an in-house design staff for social and smaller
commercial projects, and they meet with customers daily,
by appointment.
“We have a number of direct commercial relationships and
some trade relationships with commercial printers,” Edwards
said. “For years, we have done a lot of thermography,
lithography, and foil stamping. Recently, we added letterpress
to our offering. Most of our work is either engraved or
thermographed, but we have seen increased recent demand
for foil and letterpress. We welcome projects from other
commercial printers who have customers who would benefi
from our specialty processes.”
Arzberger has a master engraver who hand-cuts
monogram and multi-level, family crest dies, but most of
the copper plates they use for engraving are created on-site
using a photo engraving process. Edwards said there are
several ways to determine whether a piece is the result of
engraving or thermography.
“Engraving results in the crispest image of any reproduction
process. The quality of the type and the true opacity of the ink
are tell-tale signs that a piece has been engraved. Additionally,
engraving is raised, so there is relief to it, but thermography is,
too. From there, the differentiating factors are the signature
bruise on the back of the paper showing the pressure of the
counter and the “halo” around the artwork. This halo is a
smooth area where the pressure from the press has rid the stock
of any pronounced texture.”

The engraving process is ideal for creating beautiful,
complex products, and Edwards said she’d have a hard
time selecting just one that would qualify as the most
interesting project she’s seen.
“We have had our share, but I think I would go with the
fi e-run crest we did on the side of a wedding invitation –
dead-register – four colors plus a “bump” to raise and smooth.
This was engraved on 370# paper that had been duplexed
and was white on the front and flame ed on the back. The
edges were painted in gold. The wording was handwritten by
the brother of the bride, then engraved in jet black. Envelopes
were converted from 80# cover stock and made in a special
size and shape. On the reception card, guests were asked to
dress in masquerade for the festivities. I was told that the
bride was attired in a peacock costume.”
Arzberger has 21 employees, fi e of whom have been with
the company for more than 30 years. Four more have at least
20 years of service with Arzberger. They add and train new
employees as needed, and use outside help for handwork
during the holidays. Edwards attributes their amazing
employee retention to having a great mix of people.
“It sounds cliché, but we are like a family here. We know
what to expect from one another, and there is a lot of
trust and camaraderie as a result. Each staff member is a
craftsperson who enjoys making beautiful things, and each
person’s skills are important in the creation of a unique, fina
product. We depend on one another and have a great deal of
respect for the individual behind each step of the process.”
The world has evolved dramatically since 1922, but
Arzberger proves that some things are better left
unchanged. They believe that creating the same thing,
pretty much the same way, for more than 90 years, doesn’t
make them outdated or boring. It just means they’ve been
doing things right for a very long time.
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Member News
Hearn Installs Kluge Press to Reduce Make-Ready Time
Hearn Graphic Finishing, Winston Salem, recently installed
a Kluge EHD Foil Stamping, Embossing and Die Cutting
Press. The remanufactured press has features to
significantly reduce make-ready time, including adjustable
impression control. For more details, contact John Mullis
at 336-760-1467.
Are you an ALE?
A what? An Applicable Large Employer (ALE). The Patient
Protection & Affordable Care Act requires ALEs (employers
with 50 or more full-time employees or full-time equivalents)
to provide their employees IRS form 1095B and 1095-C,
an annual statement to all employees eligible for insurance
coverage describing the coverage available to them. This
statement must be provided to the employee by the end of
March. For more information, contact our friends at Edwards
Church and Muse, or the IRS has details at
https://www.irs.gov/Affordable-Care-Act/Employers.
Career Days for University Graphics Programs Announced
Chowan University Graphic Communications
Career Day: March 17, 2016,
Tom Brennan, brennt@chowan.edu, 252-398-6207
Clemson University Graphic Communications
Intern/Employer Day: March 22, 2016,
Carol Jones, jensenc@clemson.edu, 864-626-0107
PICA Foundation
Accepting Donations
If you are looking to donate
to a non-profit organization
before the end of 2015,
then consider the PICA
Foundation. All funds raised
are used to supplement the scholarship activity that
supports the printing industry in the Carolinas. It’s a very
worthy cause, and one that provides opportunity for our
future employees! Click here for the donation form.
Checks may be made out to The PICA Foundation, and
mailed to PO Box 19488, Charlotte, NC 28219-9488. If
you want to use a credit card, then please use the
donation form and fax to 704-357-1154.
One of our Foundation Trustees challenged other Trustees
and printers to make a donation before the end of 2015,
and he would match them up to $5,000 total. To recognize
that Trustee’s commitment to the industry, Mac Papers
today announced that they will donate $5,000 to the PICA
Foundation! It’s that kind of support that makes us proud to
be in such a great industry! Thank you generous Trustee and
Mac Papers, and all those donating to this worthy cause!
2016 IRS Mileage Rates Reduced
The IRS has announced that mileage rates for business
purposes in 2016 will go down to 54 cents per mile, down
from 57.5 in 2015. Medical or moving purposes go down to
19 cents per mile. Charitable purposes mileage remains at
14 cents per mile.
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Benbow Appointed Assistant Director
of Research at Wikoff
Wikoff Color Corporation is proud to
announce the appointment of Evan
Benbow, Ph.D., as Assistant Director of
Research. Benbow will be responsible
for overseeing water-based and oilbased ink product and water coatings
development in addition to customer
service operations. Prior to coming to
Evan Benbow
Wikoff, Benbow worked with exotic
energy storage technologies for
automotive and grid storage applications.
TCG Legacy Buys First Linoprint CP Sold in US
TCG Legacy in North Carolina recently replaced a
competitive digital press with the new Linoprint CP from
Heidelberg. The purchase makes history as the first Linoprint
CP digital machine to be sold in the United States. TCG
Legacy expects to see a significant boost in speed, quality
and overall value with the 130 page-per-minute press. The
Linoprint CP brings the latest digital press technology to a
full production platform. One of the key factors that pushed
TCG Legacy to the Linoprint CP was the ability to produce
high quality products with a drastic decrease in turnaround
time. Although the company has long had offset capabilities,
the new machine will allow the flexibility to provide more
short run, high quality solutions for its customers.
Telepathic Graphics Announces
New Prepress Technician
Telepathic Graphics, Raleigh,
recently announced the arrival of a
new prepress technician, Christine
Gargano, coming from Massachusetts
and the design program at Salem State
University. They also recently installed
three Ricoh 9110 digital presses.
Christine Gargano
Athens Launches New Website
Athens recently announced that it has officially
re-branded their website, offering a mobile-friendly interface
and more streamlined design. According to company
president Bill Garvey, this change will bring “a fresh new
look that will give our existing customers a better online
experience as well as provide an avenue for others to learn
more about our company and our values.” Included in the
new website are e-commerce capabilities, a Blog section,
and sections for each division of business. Check it out at
www.athenspaper.com.

Member News
IRS Grants Extension for Information Reporting
Under Sections 6055 & 6056
The extended date for providing Forms 1095-B and
1095-C to individuals is now March 31, 2016. The extended
filing dates for submitting the Forms and the related
transmittals (Forms 1094-B and 1095-B) with the IRS
depend on whether or not they are filed electronically.
The 2-month extension provides filing deadlines of
May 31, 2016 (for those not filing electronically) and
June 30 (for those filing electronically). For details, go to:
https://www.irs.gov/irb/2016-03_IRB/ar08.html.

ImageMark Announces Kaufman
as New Company President
ImageMark Business Services Inc.,
a customized content marketing and
print company located in Gastonia, has
announced the appointment of Karen
Kaufman as company President.
“ImageMark is fortunate to have a
Karen Kaufman
visionary leader like Karen serve as
President,” said Walter Payne, Chief Executive Officer of
ImageMark. “She has been an integral member of our team
since 2006. Karen has extensive experience in all facets of
the business. She is savvy and poised to lead this company
into the future.”
Effective immediately, Kaufman will assume responsibility
for the direction of the company as it creates solutions for
clients in various industries including health care, automotive

Condolences
To the family of Fred Eugene Little Jr., PICA Foundation
Trustee (Wilmington Printing), Wilmington, NC, on his
June 9, 2015 passing.
To the family of Frank S. Benevento, former director of
education and publication at the Graphic Arts Technical
Foundation, on his December 16, 2015 passing.
To the family of Jimmy Brown, founder and owner of
Brown’s Bindery, Columbia, SC, on his January 24 passing.
To the family of Doyle C. Little, Valdese Packaging &
Label, Valdese, NC, on his January 29 passing.

Trade Services Guide Now Available
The Trade Services Guide has been updated and is available
online at 222.picanet.org. Check out the services provided by
fellow PICA member companies in:
Printing
Mailing and Fulfillment
Bindery and Finishing
Using resources outside your company can be a challenge.
PICA can help you find the right partner with the right
services to extend your company’s offerings.

aftermarket and higher education. The nearly century-old
company specializes in store fronts, fulfillment, printing
services, direct mail and web services.
“It is an honor to guide this organization and position
ImageMark for sustainable growth,” said Kaufman. “My
passion is providing clients with a return on investment,
helping our employees succeed and exploring new
technologies that deliver results. This opportunity allows me
to do what I love and more.”
With more than 30 years of experience, Kaufman has
been instrumental in the acquisition of several businesses
and coordinated multiple facility moves and upgrades.
In addition, she continues to develop new business
opportunities while working alongside operations managers
to bring the latest technology to clients. Before assuming
the role as President, Kaufman was Executive Vice President
for seven years and Director of Business Development for
two years.

New Members
ITU AbsorbTech • Piedmont, SC • Scott Smith
864-269-4574 • ssmith@ituabsorbtech.com
www.ituabsorbtech.com
ITU AbsorbTech is an industrial laundry service company
following sustainable business practices. It is owned and
operated by the Leef family, now in its fourth generation of
ownership. For more than 80 years, ITU AbsorbTech has
provided sustainable practices, including managed service
programs for launderable, reusable textile products in support
of cleaner, safer and more productive work environments.
Environmentally preferred services include mats, garments,
absorbents, towels, mops, gloves and first aid.
EFI, Chad Madison • chad.madison@efi.com • 859-396-4112
EFI is based in Silicon Valley, California with offices around
the world, EFI helps businesses and enterprises work
more productively and cost-effectively with MIS Software.
EFI has an integrated product portfolio consisting of
industrial inkjet printers and inks, digital front ends, precise
color management tools, eCommerce, web-to-print and
productivity software for business automation, and mobile
and cloud printing products.
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5 QUESTIONS ON RATIOS WITH DR. RON DAVIS
1. What makes the Ratios so valuable for decision makers in the graphic arts industry?
The Ratios are extremely valuable for two big reasons. First, the Ratios are the industry benchmark
in terms of printing firm financial p formance. They not only provide hundreds of detailed accurate
current industry financial metrics but also b eak down the information for all printers and profi
leaders by printing process, firm si e, market segment and geographic region.
Dr. Ron Davis
Secondly, printers can use the Ratios to improve their performance. By comparing your firm wit
industry profit leaders and finding the expense line items that e “out of bounds,” you can determine
what needs fi ed and how to fix it
2. What is your advice to first-time users?
First-time users typically get a big “eye opener” from the Ratios. They are usually pleasantly surprised at how easy it is
to provide the data – either online or by filling out the form. n many cases, they learn a lot about how to organize and
classify their expenses from the Ratios chart of accounts.
The biggest advantage comes from using the free Ratios report volume that comes with participating. Users also get
access to the new Financial Ratios Electronic Dashboard. From both of these, they can compare themselves with profi
leaders in their “peer group” (firms with similar si e, market segment and process profile) to find w they can improve
their bottom-lines by bringing their expenses in line with profit leaders
3. How can printing companies benefit from using the Ratios for trend analysis?
The Ratios trend analysis allows printers to track their Ratios numbers over a period of time. This allows you to
compare yourself today with how you looked in past years. With this analysis you can determine where you have
improved and where your performance has declined. This provides a complementary perspective to comparing yourself
with profit leaders in our peer group.
4. Are there any common misconceptions about the Ratios? If so, what are they and how do you address them?
The biggest misconception is that participation in the Ratios is a lot of time and work. This is not true. Participation
is simple and easy – just completing the online form or filling out the printed form. We even provide an option to
have our Ratios CPA firm, argolisBecker, complete the form based on your existing financial for only $50. s there
anything else that you can get from a CPA for $50?
Another misconception is that since the Ratios are an established program, there is nothing new or exciting. Again,
this is absolutely not true. Every year we make improvements to the program. Recent improvements include the webbased survey system and the Financial Ratios Electronic Dashboard system allowing real-time, interactive analysis and
scenario planning.
Also, some CFOs mistakenly believe that the Ratios, as an outside source, somehow interfere with their financia
management. Just the opposite is true – the Ratios enhance their financial management and augment their abilitie
and knowledge.
Finally, there is a misconception that participating every 2-3 years is just as beneficial as pa ticipating every year. Not
true. While there are significant benefits om participating this way, the benefits of annual pa ticipation are even
greater. Why only make improvements to your business every few years? Annual, year-by-year Ratios participation
provides far greater benefits
5. How can the vendor community and other companies outside the printing industry use the Ratios?
Industry financial pe formance is a key determinant of industry purchases of suppliers and equipment. Therefore,
industry vendors should be tracking the Ratios data for insight into these trends.
Looking deeper, industry vendors need detailed, accurate and up-to-date information on their printing firm customers
In the financial a ea, there is no better source of this information than the Ratios. The Ratios can tell vendors exactly
how much is spent on various industry suppliers, consumables and equipment by size of printer, location of printer and
type of printer.
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NEW DYNAMIC RATIOS MAKE BENCHMARKING EASIER THAN EVER
It’s official! The most significant imp ovements in the
95-year history of the PIA Ratios are coming. The central
features of the new Dynamic Ratios include a new secure
interactive dashboard, new instant graphics, a new focus
on Key Performance Metrics, new peer group reports, as
well as the new shorter survey option.
The streamlined form with a comprehensive User Guide
is now easier to complete. Based on feedback from
Ratios users, PIA changed the survey to better match the
modern printer that runs multiple processes and offers
various ancillary services. So if you are a 100% sheetfed
establishment; a sheetfed, digital, finishing, and ancilla y
services establishment; a trade binder; a converter and
digital printer; or a packaging manufacturer, This Survey
is For You!
This annual financial benchma king study is a core
member benefit. The Ratios program has been the leading
financial benchma king tool for the printing industry –
and members overwhelmingly agree. Participants rated
the Ratios an 8 out of 10, making it one of Printing
Industries of America’s most valuable resources. Each year
15 volumes are developed from a survey of more than 500
printing firms
The program will continue to collect and maintain the
legacy database so members that still want to utilize the
traditional reports will be able to receive them. The new
Dynamic Ratios program will be implemented with the
2016 Ratios survey cycle. Members will receive the survey
materials in March, and the survey process will be open
until May 30.
Margolis Partners CPA will continue as a strategic
partner for the Dynamic Ratios and ensure data integrity,
confidentialit , analysis, and report preparation.
Why participate in the Ratios?
1. All members should take advantage of this opportunity
to participate in the Ratios. By participating you will
gain access to financial and p oductivity benchmarks
that can help your company become more efficient
productive, confident, focused, and p ofitable
2. All member participants receive one free ratios volume
of your choosing (a $499 value); and a 50% price
discount on other Ratios volumes.
How can you participate in the Ratios? There are four
ways to participate; choose the option that is most
convenient for you:
1. Survey PDF
2. Survey spreadsheet
3. Online survey

4. Have Margolis Partners complete it for you. We
recommend downloading the new Ratios Survey
User Guide for each of the participation options.
Here are a few of the most common questions we
hear from companies when they are completing
the Ratios Survey:
Q: What materials are included in “Other Chargeable
Materials”?
A: Any materials – besides manufactured substrate (paper,
paperboard, corrugated board, cut stack papers, shrink
sleeve, plastics, pressure-sensitive labels, foil, and/or any
material you print or convert), ink, plates, or proofin
materials – that are directly chargeable to the job.
Examples: If you are not a Trade Binder/Graphic Finisher
then GBC bindings and other special binding/bindery
materials, specialty sized cartons for packing as specified
dies, etc. are considered Other Chargeable Materials.
Q: Where do I put vacation pay?
A: Vacation is earned and, therefore, part of whichever
salary classification it applies to, such as office salaries
factory direct wages.
Q: Where do I include customer service reps?
A: Customer service reps are included in General
Production Wages. Employees whose primary job is to
take over details of job preparation from salespeople
(ordering art work and finishing, maintaining custome
contact for copy, proofs, etc.) should be classified a
General Production Employees.
Q: Where do I put myself, as owner, when I spend my
work day in production as well as in the office?
A: For employees, especially Executives, whose time and
effort are divided between Production, and Administrative
and/or Selling, accuracy requires that their salaries or
wages be apportioned accordingly (to the nearest tenth if
necessary).
Q: Where do I put spoilage expenses?
A: If you track spoilage, it is specifically classified
“Other Production Expenses.”
If you have any questions while completing the Ratios
Survey please contact Stu Margolis of Margolis Partners
at 610-667-4310 or smargolis@margolispartners.com.
An 8-page user guide is available on the PICA website at
http://www.picanet.org/news/articles.asp.
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Track and Improve Your Cross Media Marketing Campaigns
When increasing the success of your organization’s
marketing efforts, cross media marketing has proven to be a
useful tool.
Everyone is looking to increase the ROI that they receive
from the things they create and distribute - including
emails, landing pages, mobile campaigns, mailers, fl ers,
and more. By integrating those pieces with other offers and
medias, you certainly may increase the impact that the piece
has on its target audience.
Well, once you’ve executed a campaign that has utilized
a cross-media approach, you cannot simply stop. Rather,
by spending time analyzing the results, you will be better
equipped to develop and execute a campaign that will
perform better than your previous ones.
Here are three metrics that may prove beneficial during th
analysis process:
1. Response Timing
When did your target audience access or respond to your
campaigns? Thanks to the increasing popularity of devices
such as smartphones and tablets, people truly can respond
to your marketing efforts at whatever time is convenient
for them. They can type in their pURL at 6:00 a.m. while
eating breakfast, and they scan their personalized QR code
before falling asleep at night. They may even choose to read
your eNewsletter on the weekend.
Marketers may reap benefits y researching and
understanding when their customers and prospects are
consuming information. Are we pushing out content
when it’s convenient for us, or when it’s convenient for our
customers?
Sure, we can’t be awake and available at every hour
throughout the day. But, if a big percentage of our
prospects are looking for help and more information while
we are not working, we may need to find a way to bette
serve them.
2. Conversions
Who viewed the landing page but did not submit the form
with their information? Yes, sales reps want hot leads! They
want people that responded to your campaign, that fille
out the form, and that requested help ASAP. While that
group of people should certainly be given the attention they
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deserve, we may reap benefits y looking at another group
of folks too.
Take the time to look at who visited your landing page, but
did not submit their entry on the response form.
Those people have already displayed some kind of interest
in your offer - either they typed in a URL, clicked a link,
scanned a QR code, or took some other sort of action.
If you can find a way to target those people in a specia
fashion the next time, you may be able to push them
further through the funnel.
3. Popular Content
Companies that execute cross-media campaigns with
personalized URLs may fall into the path of simply
personalizing the most basic of information - first nam
and perhaps company.
But, with technology today, it’s easier than ever to learn and
understand what someone is interested in. By tracking what
links people clicked on in your emails and landing pages, as
well as what answers they provided on your response forms,
you may be able to truly deliver one-to-one marketing
materials that appeal directly to them.
These three metrics are all crucial to understanding and
evaluating the success of your cross media marketing
campaigns so you can improve upon them moving forward.
Make sure that you have an integrated and complete
marketing software that allows your organization to track
campaigns easily from beginning to end. Not sure if you
have a capable solution? Please contact our team at sales@
interlinkONE.com and one of our specialists will assist you!
John Foley, Jr. is the CEO of interlinkONE.
John and his team provide an award
winning distributed marketing software,
ilinkONEpro, and have worked within
the printing industry for nearly 20 years,
targeting their software and services to
this changing, dynamic space. Among
other things, their software solution allows for the creation
and execution of personalized marketing campaigns,
including direct mail, email blasts, and personalized URLs
(pURLs). Learn more about John at JohnFoleyJr.com and
interlinkONE at interlinkONE.com.

Digital Q&A with Taz Tally
Q: I understand that Adobe Lightroom was developed
primarily for photographers. I’m wondering if Lightroom
is a good production tool for printing companies?
A: Great question! Like most of us in the printing industry
I have used Photoshop for nearly all of my image editing
work, and Adobe Bridge to perform most of my image
management chores. While I still use Photoshop for my
work that entails use of layers and masks, I now manage
ALL of my images, and videos as well, with Lightroom.
And I perform most of my whole-image adjustments, such as cropping and straightening, brightness,
contrast and color correction with Lightroom.
When I do work in Photoshop, I access my Photoshop images through Lightroom so that my
Lightroom image database remains current and includes any Photoshop edits that I perform.

Here are some of the key reasons why I made the switch from Photoshop and Bridge to
Lightroom for my image management and whole-image editing tasks:
Lightroom is easier to learn and use than Photoshop, a big bonus when training production staff.
Lightroom provides a complete suite of image importing, editing, management and export functions all
through six tabs in one interface.
Lightroom’s image management tools and, in particular, its exporting functions, are far more extensive
than Bridge and easier to use.
Because Lightroom uses image previews for all its viewing and editing functions, production chores are
far faster than working in Photoshop and all editing is non-destructive.
You can easily incorporate all of your previous, and future, Photoshop work in your Lightroom database.
Final thought: While making the transition to any new software has its challenges, the production
advantages of working with Lightroom are worth considering.
Want to know more? You can access all of Taz’s Photoshop and Lightroom trainings through
his courses on Lynda.com, or contact him at taztally@me.com.
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PICA Foundation Scholarships
The PICA Foundation has awarded its academic scholarships for this school year to university and community
college students pursuing degrees in graphics or printing-related programs in the Carolinas. A total of $24,500
in scholarships was awarded this year. Scholarships awarded to students at Appalachian State University and
Chowan University come from the PICA Endowment Fund. Scholarships awarded to students at Clemson
University come from the Edgar Snider Fund, which is held and managed by the Clemson Foundation. The
Snider Fund was established in the late 1970’s by the family of Bucky Snider (Snider Printing, High Point) and
the PICA Foundation.
Scholarships awarded to community college students are either PICA/Weese or PICA/Treadaway scholarships.
The PICA/Weese Scholarship is open to fi st or second year students enrolled in graphics at Central Piedmont
Community College, Forsyth Tech, or Lenoir Community College, Midlands Tech, Spartanburg Tech or Trident
Tech. Four $500 scholarships are available each year. Renewal is not automatic, you must re-apply in order to be
considered for a second year.
The PICA/Treadaway Scholarship is a multi-year scholarship, if certain criteria are met. It is open to fi st or
second year students enrolled in graphics at Central Piedmont Community College, Forsyth Tech, or Lenoir
Community College, Midlands Tech, Spartanburg Tech or Trident Tech. If the winner is a fi st year student,
the award is $500, and they will be eligible to continue the PICA/Treadaway Scholarship for their second year
of school, as long as their overall GPA and major GPA remain the same or improve from the previous year. The
award for a continuing winner is $1,000 their second year.
Since 1993, the PICA Foundation has given over $518,000 in academic scholarships to more than 677 students in
the Carolinas.
Appalachian State University
$5,000 total

Chowan University
$5,000 total

Clemson University
$11,000 total

Scholarships awarded in Fall 2015:
Morgan Batley
Anna Copsey
Emily Miller
Sunny Turner

Includes support for their
2016 Summer Camp Program
Scholarships awarded in Fall 2015:
Zoe Beale
Dyamond Barnes
Elisha Blowe
Joseph Hoggard
Rebeccah Noll
Jamie Stefanski
Bethaney Tinto

Edgar H. Snider Memorial
Scholarship, 2015/2016 Recipients:
Dalton Anderson
Sarah Chappell
Anna Eaddy
Patricia Gonzalez
Georgia Goodman
Madison Middeke
Natalie Mlodzinski
Hannah Roberts
Kendyle Seay
Nicolaus Sherrill
Whitney Tyler
Helena Walters

Community College Scholarships
PICA/Treadaway Scholarships
$1,500 total

PICA/Weese Scholarships
$2,000 total

1st Year $500:
Lisa Renay Lankford
Lenoir Community College

Emma R. Grady
Lenoir Community College

2nd Year $1,000:
Micah M. McAllister
Spartanburg Community College

Kristen E. Arledge
Midlands Technical College
Kristen Q. Ponak
Forsyth Technical Community College
Mordecai E. Uka
Forsyth Technical Community College
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PICA Scanner

PICA AWARDS
AWARD SPONSORS
Mac Papers Best of Show
Xerox Best of Division A (1 to 9 Employees)
Canon Solutions America Best of Division B (10 to 20 Employees)

PICA Awards
Sponsors Support
Excellence in
the Carolinas
Since 1966, the PICA Awards
have been the premier symbol
of excellence for the graphics
industry in the Carolinas. Winning
a PICA Award, whether it’s a Best
of Category, Special Judges Award,
or Award of Excellence, is a
great honor!
The Annual Awards Banquet
honors all winning companies
and their printed pieces, and
showcases the presentation of
the finalists for the prestigious
Sponsored Awards. The companies
who have won a sponsored “Best
of” award are kept confidential
until the presentation of the award
at the banquet.
PICA could not provide this
program for Carolina printers
without the support of our
Sponsors. Please take a moment
at this gala event, or when
you see these vendors, to
thank them for their contribution
to our industry.

Heidelberg USA Best of Division C (21 to 59 Employees)
Printers’ Service - Prisco Best of Division D (60 or More Employees)
PICA Foundation Student Achievement Award (High School Div.)
NAPCO Student Achievement Award (Collegiate Div.)
Athens Paper Company Most Creative Use of Paper
Case Paper Best Brochure
Domtar Best Printer’s Self-Advertising
FujiFilm Best Wide Format
Hewlett Packard - Indigo Division Best Digital Printing
KBA Best Catalog
Lindenmeyr Munroe Best Presentation Kit
Manchester Industries Best Process Color Printing
Mark Andy Best Flexography
Sun Chemical Best Packaging
Ultimate Print Finishing Best Finishing
Gwen Doster Judges Choice Award
PICA Gutenberg Award
PICA President’s Our Story Award

EVENT SPONSORS
Southern Lithoplate Reception Sponsor
Printers 401(k) Music Sponsor
Veritiv Photo Booth
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Industry Watch: State HR Updates from Jim Kyger
North Carolina
Taxable wage base for Unemployment
Insurance. The taxable wage base in North
Carolina for 2016 will be $22,300, up $600
from the 2015 taxable wage base amount of
$21,700.
Recovery of damages for exceeding the scope of
authorized access to property.
Effective January 1, 2016, any person who
intentionally gains access to the nonpublic
areas of another’s premises and engages in an
act that exceeds the person’s authority to enter
those areas is liable to the owner or operator
of the premises for any damages sustained.
For the purposes of this section, an act that
exceeds a person’s authority to enter the
nonpublic areas of another’s premises includes
an employee who enters the nonpublic areas
of an employer’s premises for a reason other
than a bona fide intent of seeking or holdin
employment or doing business with the
employer and thereafter without authorization
captures or removes the employer’s data, paper,
records, or any other documents and uses
the information to breach the person’s duty
of loyalty to the employer. Prevailing parties
in actions brought pursuant to this section
may be entitled to the following remedies:

equitable relief; compensatory damages; costs
and fees, including reasonable attorneys’
fees; and exemplary damages as otherwise
allowed by state or federal law in the amount
of $5,000 for each day, or portion thereof,
that a defendant has acted in violation of this
law (NC Gen Stat, Sec. 99A-2, as added by
Session Law 2015-50 (H. 405), L. 2015,).
South Carolina
Drug Testing/Unemployment Insurance Tip
If a firm terminates an empl yee for drug
use, in order for that (former) employee to
be ineligible for unemployment benefits, th
company must use a drug testing company
that is certified y either: U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services (USDHHS)/
Substance Abuse Mental Health Services
Administration (SAMHSA), the College
of American Pathologists or the State Law
Enforcement Division. Plus, the initial
positive test must have been confirmed on th
specimen using the gas chromatography/mass
spectrometry method, or an equivalent or a
more accurate scientifically accepted metho
approved by USDHHS/SAMHSA (Sec. 4135-120(3), as amended by H. 3305, L. 2015).

